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ABST
TRACT: We repport on our higgh efficiency n--type metal-wraap-through (MW
WT) cell and module
m
technollogy. In
this work,
w
bifacial n-type
n
MWT ceells are producced by industriaal processes in
n industrial fulll-scale and piloot-scale
processs equipment. The
T n-type cellls benefit from
m high recombination lifetimee in the wafer and bifaciality.. When
combined with MWT
T technology, hiigh-power back
k-contact modules result, which can employ also
a very thin ceells.
will discuss optiimization of thhe MWT contacct layout and impact
i
on pastee consumption,, showing how
w MWT
We w
ption while incrreasing efficienncies at
technoology, like multi-busbar technnology, can suppport very low paste consump
the saame time. We report
r
a cell conversion efficciency of 21% (in-house meaasurement on a not conductinng, but
reflectting chuck), a siignificant gain compared to ouur earlier work.
Full-siize modules (60
0 cells) have beeen made with power
p
exceedinng 300Wp and cell-to-modulee ratios of the different
I-V paarameters are discussed.
d
Moduules from cells with average efficiency of 20.9% are pend
ding. This workk shows
that loow-cost n-type bifacial
b
cells aree suitable for inndustrial high effficiency back-contact technollogy.
WT; n-type silicon; back-contacct
Keywoords: metal wraap through; MW
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ODUCTION
INTRO

e
of induustrialization and
a
High efficiency, ease
d
towardss low-cost (€/W
Wp)
reliability are the main drivers
V. The Internattional Technoloogy Roadmap for
Silicon PV
PV from M
March 2014 exxpects the sharre of n-type soolar
cells and m
modules to become close to 400% in the next 10
years [1]. In accordancee with this exxpected trend, the
t
n-type
Meetal-Wrap-Throuugh
(n-MW
WT)
ECN’s
technologyy is a relativeely small step from the n-tyype
front-and-rrear contact and
a
bifacial Pasha
P
technolo
ogy
(developedd by ECN andd produced by Yingli under the
t
brand nam
me Panda cellss [2]) to a highh-efficiency reearcontact ccell and mod
dule technologgy which offfers
significantt cell and mod
dule performancce gain in a co
osteffective w
way [3]. With only modest changes
c
to the nPasha prooduction proccess, the n-M
MWT technolo
ogy
reproducibbly increases th
he performance with up to 3%
3
power gaiin at module level [3] and up
u to 5% moduule
power gaiin are anticipaated. A full siize module maade
using n-M
MWT cells of 20
0.5% average efficiency
e
resultted
in a powerr output of 300
0.5 Wp. To plaace in perspective,
with cell efficiency oveer 20.9%, a full
f
area n-MW
WT
i expected.
module poower between 305 and 310 W is
ECN’ss MWT moddule technologgy is based on
interconneection with an integrated connductive back-ffoil
and allowss to reduce cell--to-module pow
wer loss comparred
to a connventional tabbbing technoloogy, as used to
interconneect the n-Passha cells. Also, the moduule
manufactuuring based on integrated backk-foil can be doone
with higheer yield and reduced intercoonnection-proceessrelated strress, allowing use
u of (much) thinner cells and
a
therefore offering
o
additio
onal cost reducction possibilitiies.
In this papper, the latest reesults of the n-M
MWT technolo
ogy
developmeent will be shown.
s
Besidees an 0.15%
%abs
efficiency gain obtaineed over n-Pasha in a dirrect
c
comparisoon run between n-MWT and n--Pasha, a best cell
efficiency of 21% was obtained
o
on n-M
MWT in a recent

ruun including process adjusstments whichh will be
discussed.
2

PE TECHNOLO
OGY PLATFOR
RM
ECNs n-TYP

ECN’s aim is to develop highly
h
efficiennt, low-cost
m
conceptts that can
annd reliable solaar cells and module
eaasily be adopteed in mainstreaam industrial production.
p
Baased on over 100 years of reseaarch, ECN has established
a technology platform
p
on n-type
n
Cz maaterial that
enncompasses threee different celll-module conceepts (Figure
1)). The basis of the technologyy platform is thee relatively
sim
mple n-Pasha cell,
c
a bifacial solar
s
cell with H
H-patterned
m
metallization
onn both front and
a
rear. In 20010, ECN,
Teempress and Yingli
Y
Solar inntroduced this cell to the
m
market
as a novel bifacial cell concept called Panda
P
while
in 2013 Nexolonn America seleected this cell concept
c
for
their new produuction line, enabling the prooduction of
bifacial modules..

Fiigure 1: ECN’ss technology plaatform
The next steep up in perforrmance on the technology
platform is the inntegrated back contact n-MW
WT cell and
m
module
that co
ombines two of
o ECN’s celll concepts
alrready proven both
b
in the labb and on a largge scale in
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industry: 1) ECN’s p--type MWT cell
c
and moduule
concept, bbased on foil intterconnection and
a 2) the n-Passha
n-type celll concept, as deescribed above. The n-MWT cell
c
process yields a higher shhort circuit currrent and therefo
fore
a higher efficiency duue to reductioon of front side
c
to n--Pasha H-patteern.
metallizatiion coverage compared
The cell interconnectionn is based onn a back conttact
interconneection foil with integrated Coppper or Aluminuum
conductor layer. This moodule architectuure enables highher
p
due to optimization for low serries
module power
resistance losses. It sign
nificantly reduces efficiency lo
oss
s
the constraints related to
from cell to module, since
normal froont-to-back tabbbed interconnecction (i.e., shadiing
loss and series resistancee from the tab, and stress on the
t
n
modulles are ready to be
cell) are abbsent [4]. The n-MWT
produced on industrial scale. Yingli annnounced recenntly
in a press release their trial
t
productionn of n-MWT ceells
and modulles [5].
Apart from being a cost-effective
c
high-efficiency PV
P
t logical step
p in
technologyy, the n-MWT technology is the
the roadm
map from n-Pasha to n-type IB
BC (interdigitatted
back conttact) technologgy. In an IB
BC cell, the p-njunction aand all metalllization is moved to the reear.
Recently E
ECN has preseented n-type IB
BC Mercury ceells
[6, 7], thatt employ a relaatively conductiive Front Floatiing
Emitter too avoid electrrical shading issues
i
present in
conventionnal FSF (Froont Surface Field)
F
IBC cells,
resulting in relaxed demands
d
on the geometriical
ws manufacturiing
resolution in the processsing. This allow
e
solar cells
c
from a process similar to the
t
of highly efficient
n-pasha annd n-MWT ceell processes. T
The IBC Mercuury
design caan be combin
ned with ECN
N’s back-conttact
module teechnology sim
milar to the n-M
MWT cells. The
T
Mercury ccell is currently under developm
ment at ECN, and
a
will also be
b presented in this
t conferencee [8].
ROACH TO
3 APPR
DEVELOP
PMENT

n-MWT

CE
ELL

PROCE
ESS

The n--type MWT prrocess is similaar to the industrrial
process ussed for ECN’s n-Pasha
n
and Yinngli Solar’s Pannda
cells (Pashha= bifacial ceell design withh passivated fro
ont
and rear side and with H-pattern conntact grids). This
T
wo concepts. Like
makes it eeasy to directly compare the tw
MWT cell structure comprises a
the n-Pashha cells, the n-M
front-side boron emitterr, a phosphoroous Back Surfaace
F) and an open
n rear side metallization suitabble
Field (BSF
for thin waafers. Metal conntacts are deposited by industrrial
screen-prinnting process with no furth
ther requiremeents
regarding alignment coompared to the screen-printiing
p
The froont
process ussed in the indusstrial n-Pasha process.
and rear siide metal grid patterns
p
are bassed on a H-patteern
lookalike grid design, coombined with thhe unit cell layo
out
[9]. We haave chosen a H--pattern lookaliike grid becausee it
is well suited for a compaarison of lossess between n-MW
WT
odule interconnnection of n-MW
WT
and n-Pashha cells. As mo
cells does not require taabs on the frontt of the cells, the
t
wn
front side busbars can be significantlyy slimmed dow
otal
compared to conventionaal n-Pasha cells. As a result, to
shading loosses are reducced. Corresponndingly, howevver,
resistance in the busbars affects the totaal series resistannce
d to
of the celll. Shading and resistance lossees are balanced
increase power
p
output off the n-MWT cells
c
comparedd to
the n-Pashha cells. The front
f
and rear sides of the ceells
made accoording to this process
p
sequencce can be seenn in
Figure 2 (115 via-holes layyout).

Fiigure 2: Imagee of an n-type MWT silicon solar cells
(2239cm2) with a H-pattern baseed unit cell dessign and 15
vias: front side (lleft picture) andd rear side (righht picture)
g of MWT ov
ver front-and-reear-contact
3.1 Efficiency gain
cells
WT and n-type Pasha solar cells were
N-type MW
prrepared from addjacent n-type Cz wafers (239 cm², 200
µm
m thickness, arround 1.7 Ωcm
m resistivity). Both
B
groups
weere processed in
i parallel and received identiical texture
(raandom pyramid
ds formed by alkaline etchinng), emitter
annd BSF profiiles, passivatioon, SiNx antti-reflective
cooating (ARC), metal pastess for emitter and BSF
coontacts, and firin
ng. I/V data aree presented in Table
T
1.
Taable 1: I/V chaaracteristics of n-type Pasha ccells and ntype MWT cellss with comparable J0 and metallization
m
paarameters, to illlustrate the relative changes associated
wiith MWT desiign. Rse obtained from fit to two-diode
m
model.
Jsc correccted for spectral mismatch. N--type Pasha
annd n-type MWT
T measurementt chucks have a reflective
suurface to simulaate the operatioon in a module with white
baack sheet.
JSC
(mA
A/cm2)

VOCC
(mV
V)

FF
(%)

η
(%
%)

Rse
(mΩ)

n
n-Pasha

3
38.90

652
2

78.4

19..89

4.9

n
n-MWT

3
39.95

652
2

76.8

20..04

5.7

n
n-Pasha

3
38.97

653

78.5

19..98

4.8

n
n-MWT

4
40.01

653

77.0

20..10

5.6

Avv. on 12 cells

Beest efficiencies

The Jsc gain of
o 2.6% for the n-MWT cells iis related to
nt metal shadiing losses thannks to the
the reduced fron
usbars. Becausee the n-Pasha prrocess used
naarrower front bu
noon-contacting front
fr
busbar passte [2], no Voc gain of the
n--MWT cells froom the reductioon of busbar areea (reduced
m
metal
recombinaation) is achieveed. In this expeeriment the
ceell efficiency beenefit of the MWT
M
structure is
i therefore
abbout 0.15%abs, compared to about
a
0.25%abs previously
reported. The maajor contributionns to series resistance and
F losses are sum
mmarized in Tabble 2.
FF
Taable 2: Calculaated contributioons to series resistance and
FF
F losses of the n-MWT cells compared to tthe n-Pasha
ceells
in MWT
Rseries
F
FF loss
Source of Rseries
s
ceell
Metal via resiistance
0.2 mΩ 0.33% abs.
Front side busbars
0.7 mΩ 1.11% abs.
Increase of Isc
0.11% abs.
Total
0.9 mΩ 1.55% abs.
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3.2 Improving MWT efficiency through the number of
contact points and process optimization
Several options exist to reduce the FF loss of n-MWT
cells relative to n-Pasha cells. A straightforward option is
increasing the number of vias. However, this may also
increase recombination, and therefore, cause Voc loss [3].
More importantly, increasing the number of vias allows
to reach similar or better benefits of paste reduction as in
multi-busbar cells because less and thinner fingers can be
used. For example, 5 rows of vias provide the same
opportunity for paste reduction (and FF gain) as a solar
cell with 5 busbars.
Further gain is possible by using other metallization
grid patterns than the rectangular H-pattern grid. For the
rear, contact pads can be added without increasing the
number of vias, almost without effect on recombination,
again resulting in reduction of metallization paste and
resistive losses. We estimate that increasing the number
of vias and contact points by approx. a factor of 2 should
enable reductions of paste consumption also by approx.
50%, even in combination with an increase of cell
efficiency.
We have analyzed the efficiency change of an nMWT cell as a function of the type of front-side pattern
(H-pattern as shown in figure 2 or ECN’s “Star”-pattern
from which a unit cell is shown in figure 3), the number
of holes and the front metallization properties. The results
of the calculation are presented in table 3. The absolute
efficiency change includes the effect of the number of
contact points and metallization coverage on the Voc, Isc
and pseudo-FF.

while reducing paste consumption (metallization area) by
about 20%. The H-pattern design involves a busbar to
connect the fingers to the via-holes. Increasing the
number of holes will therefore reduce the busbar length
and the distance to the via-holes for the charge collected
in this busbar, as well as the current collected per unit
cell. Consequently, an efficiency gain of around 0.1%
will be obtained by increasing the number of holes from
16 to 25, again in combination with a reduction of paste
consumption (however, more modest than in the case of
the Star pattern).The efficiency gain calculated for the
Star-pattern grid is negligible when going from 16 to 25
holes.
Similar efficiency benefits and larger paste
reductions can be obtained by using more contact points
on the rear of the cell, giving rise to the estimated
feasibility of a factor 2 reduction of paste consumption
mentioned above.
To maximise the efficiency gain even further, new nMWT patterns with 36 vias (6 rows with each 6 vias)
were designed and tested. The simplest new n-MWT
design is based on 6 thin busbars connecting the rows of
6 vias. The rear pattern also consists of thin busbars,
connecting 7x7 (-4, because of semisquare wafer format)
base contact points (figures 4-A and 4-B). Alternatively,
different front side patterns can be designed for improved
aesthetics. Two examples were tested: the so called “star”
pattern and a “circle” pattern (figures 4-C and 4-D). All
three 6x6 front side configurations were combined with
the rear side metal pattern shown in figure 4-B and
compared against the old 4x4 pattern in a cell experiment
consisting of 4 groups. All cells were processed in
parallel from adjacent n-type Cz wafers (239 cm², 200
µm thickness, around 3.8 Ωcm resistivity). Process steps
and process parameters applied were identical for all
groups apart from the front metallisation design as visible
in figure 4.

Figure 3: Schematic of a star-pattern unit cell
Table 3: Absolute efficiency change of an n-MWT cell
calculated for different front side pattern (H-pattern or
Star-pattern), different number of via-holes (up-to 25).
Assumed front metallization properties: Wline = 56 µm,
Rline = 0.23 Ω/cm.

4-A

4-B

Front
Number of Metallization Calculated absolute
pattern type
holes
area (%)
efficiency change
5x5 Starpattern
4x4 Starpattern
5x5 Hpattern
4x4 Hpattern
(reference)

25

3.6

+0.40%

16

3.6

+0.37%

25

4.3

+0.10%

16

4.6

0.00%

From this study, the best efficiencies will be reached
using the Star-pattern. Compared to the currently used Hpattern with 16 holes the Star-pattern with 25 holes will
allow to improve the efficiency by around 0.4% absolute

4-C
4-D
Figure 4: A) Front side ‘new’ nMWT: 6x6 vias with thin
busbars. Metal fraction ~ 3.1% of total cell area
B) Rear side ‘new’ n-MWT: 6x6 emitter contacts and
(7x7)-4 base contacts (corners are excluded due to the
semisquare wafer C) Star pattern, metal fraction ~ 4.7%
of total cell area D) Circle pattern, metal fraction ~
4.4% of total cell area
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The Issc, Voc, FF and efficiency dataa of the 4 grou
ups
are shownn in figure 5. Isc and Voc weere both found to
depend m
mainly on the metal fractionn. The increassed
number off vias did not seeem to have a negative
n
effect on
the passivvation (Voc) att this stage. The
T
4x4 n-MW
WT
pattern haas the largest metal fractionn of around 5%
5
including the busbars, resulting
r
in thee lowest currennts.
h
The “new”” n-MWT patteern with busbarrs and 36 vias has
the smalleest metal fractio
on of only 3.1%
%, which resultted
in cells w
with a high cu
urrent of averaage 9.63 A, and
a
average Voc of 654 mV. Due to differeent metal printiing
method, thhe “star” and “circle” front print resulted in
wider lines. Therefore, co
ontrary to calcuulations presented
in table 33, the metal frraction of these two designs is
higher thaan the metal fraction
f
of thee “new” n-MW
WT
pattern witth busbars leading to lower Isc and Voc .
As exppected the FF of
o the 6x6 viass busbar pattern
n is
clearly bettter than for thee 4x4 vias busbbar pattern, but the
t
highest FF
Fs are obtained for the 6x6 “Sttar” pattern thatt is
specially modelled and
d designed to limit resistan
nce
h
FF is not
n sufficient to
losses. However, its higher
a Voc loss duue to wider fro
ontcompensatte for the Isc and
side metaallization resu
ulting in a lower efficienncy
compared to the “busbar” pattern. The highest
h
efficienncy
v
of 20.3% average is therrefore obtainedd for the 6x6 vias
busbar paattern because of its superrior Jsc and Voc,
Corresponnding to aroundd 0.6%abs averagge efficiency gain
over the foormer 4x4 n-MW
WT pattern.

o n-type MWT
T cells. nTaable 4: I/V chharacteristics of
M
MWT
measurem
ment chuck haas a reflective surface to
sim
mulate the operration in a module with white back sheet.
Jscc corrected for spectral
s
mismattch.
st

Average of 1 battch
A
o 60 n-MWT cellls
of
Average of 134
4
n-MWT cells
B
Best efficiency nn
MWT

JSC
(mA/cm2)

VOC
(mV)

F
FF
(%
%)

η
(%)

39.8

651

799.3

20.5

40.0

654

799.3

20.8

40.3

656

799.4

21.0

From this seecond run a beest cell efficienncy of 21%
a average effficiency of
(sppectral mismattch corrected) and
200.8% over moree than 134 cellss were reached with
w a very
naarrow efficienccy distribution
n (shown in figure 6)
indicating a very stable process..

Fiigure 6: Efficiiency distributiion of 134 n-M
MWT cells
faabricated with the optimizeed 6x6 via pattern
p
and
including recent n-Pasha improovements (befoore spectral
m
mismatch
correcttion).
4

n-MWT MO
ODULE POWER

We have preeviously extensiively reported on
o n-MWT
module perform
m
mance comparred to n-Pashha module
peerformance, an
nd in particular comparativve cell-tom
module
losses [3
3]. Compared to the front too rear side
tabbbed interconn
nection used foor the n-Pashaa cells, the
rear-side foil inteerconnection off the MWT moddule allows
m
series resistance
r
by using
u
more
to reduce the module
interconnect meetal (more crross-sectional area) and
t cell to moddule FF loss. An
A n-MWT
thereby reduce the
m
module
outperfoorms the corresponding n-Pasha tabbed
m
module
with a CTM
C
FF loss which
w
can be below
b
0.8%
abbsolute, more thhan 3 times low
wer than the FF
F loss for nPaasha as shown in
i table 5.

Figure 5: Isc, Voc (top grraph) and FF, Efficiency
E
(bottoom
w different am
mount of vias (16
(
graph) of nn-MWT cells with
and 36) annd different fronnt metal patternns.
In twoo following ruuns, a batch of 60 cells andd a
second battch of 150 cellss was processedd using the “neew”
n-MWT ppattern with bussbars and 36 viias (figure 4-A
A&
4-B). Alsoo, recent processs improvemennts developped on
n-Pasha cells [10] were integrated to the n-MWT cell
c
4
process. I//V data are pressented in table 4.

n
Pasha avverage cell
Taable 5: n-typee MWT and n-type
effficiency, correesponding mod
dule power annd FF loss
froom cell to moodule (multi-flaash class A, IE
EC60904-9
m
measurement,
ES
STI reference module)
m
Average cell Pmax
(W)
η
n-MWT module
n
n
n-Pasha module

18.9%
18.6%

273
265

cell-to--module
FF
F loss
0..8%
3
3%

A 60-cells n--MWT modulee was fabricatedd using the
w the 6x6 viaas and also
firrst batch of cellls processed with
including some of the recen
nt process impprovements
Pasha. I/V dataa of this batch of n-MWT
deeveloped on n-P
ceells are presenteed in the first ro
ow in Table 4.
This is the fiirst time ever thhat a full 60 ceells module
haas been made from n-MWT cells with thee new 6x6
paattern. A modulle power of 300
0 Wp was reachhed.
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Cell data, corresponding maximum module power
and calculated cell-to-module ratios are shown in table 6.
The n-MWT module I-V parameters were measured at
ECN using a class A multi-flash tester (16-flash
measurement). The module shows a gain in Isc of 3% as
compared to the cells and a loss in FF of 2%.

Therefore it is difficult to draw firm conclusions on the
effect of wafer thickness on Jsc at this moment.

Table 6: n-type MWT average cell efficiency,
corresponding module power and FF loss from cell to
module (multi-flash class A, IEC60904-9 measurement,
ESTI reference module)
Isc
[A]
n-MWT cells 9.66
n-MWT
9.92
module
1.03
CtM


[%]
20.5

Pmax
[W]
298.9

Voc
[V]
0.651

FF
[%]
79.3

38.85

78.0

300.5

1.01

0.98

1.01

A new 60-cells n-MWT module will be assembled in
the coming month with the best 60 n-MWT cells
processed using the “new” n-MWT pattern discussed in
the previous section (20.9% average efficiency).
Assuming similar cell to module ratio’s, we can expect a
module power of well above 305 Wp.

5

PROCESSING OF 140 µm THIN n-MWT CELLS

In addition to an improved cell-to-module power
ratio, the ECN’s MWT module technology exerts less
stress during interconnection allowing use of thinner cells
and therefore offering a significant cost reduction
opportunity. Therefore we compared cells from 140 µm
and 200 µm n-type Cz wafers thickness with similar
electrical properties (bulk lifetime and diffusion length)
and processed in parallel. Average I/V data are presented
in Table 7. These cells was fabricated according to a
process at an intermiediate phase of improvements. Also
the former 4x4 n-MWT busbar front-side grid pattern
was used for this test. Therefore, this process being less
optimal than it is today, the average cell efficiency
presented in Table 7 is lower than the one presented in
section 3, Table 4.
Table 7: I/V characteristics of n-type MWT cells
processed from 200 µm and 140 µm thin wafer.
JSC
(mA/cm2)

VOC
(mV)

FF
(%)


(%)

n-MWT–200µm

40.0

652

76.8

20.0

n-MWT–140µm

39.6

651

76.5

19.7

Av. on 12 cells

No increase in breakage rate was observed during the
processing of these thin n-MWT cells at ECN.
Comparable Voc and FF show that there is no significant
shift between bulk and surface recombination. A ≈1%
relative lower Jsc for the thin n-MWT cells is probably
due to reduced light trapping. This effect is illustrated by
the higher reflectance at the long wavelengths as shown
in Figure 7. This also correlates with the lower IQE of the
thin n-MWT cell for wavelengths of 1000nm and longer
(due to the rear internal reflection being less than 100%).
These results are consistent with PC1D modelling of our
cells. However, we note that fluctuations of 1% in Jsc
between cells from nominally good material quality can
occur anyway, even for standard thickness wafers.

Figure 7: Internal quantum efficiency and Reflectance
measured from the front side of n-MWT cells processed
from 200 µm and 140 µm wafer thickness.
6

CONCLUSION

We have developed a manufacturing process for
metal-wrap-through silicon solar cells and module on ntype mono-crystalline Czochralski (Cz) silicon wafers,
leading to a module power, so far, of 300.5 Wp from
cells of 20.5% average efficiency. With current density
(Jsc) above 40 mA/cm2 and open circuit voltages above
655 mV, the large area n-MWT solar cells outperform nPasha solar cells (bifacial n-type H-pattern cells with
contact grids on front and rear) manufactured with a
comparable process. In a recent direct comparison
experiment, an efficiency gain of 0.15% absolute for
MWT was achieved with a best MWT cell efficiency of
20.5%. Further optimisation of the cell contacting layout
and cell processing resulted in a significant performance
boost from which a best cell efficiency of 21.0% was
reached providing in a same time opportunity for paste
and therefore cost reduction. Also, the narrow efficiency
distribution on a large batch of cells proves the good
stability of the process.
Performance enhancement at module level is
obtained thanks to the ECN MWT module manufacturing
technology based on integrated back-foil (conductive
interconnect patterns integrated on the backfoil). In a full
size module (60 cells) comparison experiment between
MWT and equivalent n-Pasha tabbed modules, a power
increase of approximately 3% for the n-MWT module
was obtained. Interconnection of a batch of cells with
average efficiency of 20.5% resulted in a module power
above 300 Wp. Module power gain above 305 Wp is
expected to be reached by interconnected the 60 best nMWT cells with an average efficency of 20.9%
manufactured in the last run. This work is currently being
conducted.
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